
 

OMNITRONIC AZ-210 2-way top 100W
2-way high-power speaker-system

Art. No.: 11038970
GTIN: 4026397325935

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397325935

Weight: 12,80 kg

Length: 0.39 m

Width: 0.36 m

Heigth: 0.56 m

Description:

AZ series
Our upper class speakers in wooden cabinets. And although the AZ series is of top-quality
workmanship, features a steel chassis, an unbalanced, rotatable horn with heavy-duty coil driver
(except for the AZ-208), and a bassreflex system it comes at a very favorable price. AZ
speakers can be used in many ways (lying, standing, flying, on distance tubes, in clusters) and
are available in a fancy white. A completion to the series are the subwoofers which are powerful
and persuasive.

Sounds to good to be true!
Music is kind of a gift. It touches our feelings, inspires and helps processing emotions. Still, if an
untalented hobby singer turns an amazing melody into a nasty version of squeal tones, the gift
soon turns into an instrument of torture. Similar can happen if speakers of a stereo system
break down, produce scratches or are failing to transfer parts of frequencies. Surely a bad
performer is worse, still you can tell the difference between good sounding speakers and really
good sounding ones. If you put your trust into our OMNITRONIC AZ series you will experience
what we are talking about. Because this full range top pieces are shining with a well balanced
and exceptional sound and enable the music to flow freely. Herebythey are hugely resilient,
solid, and convince with a cheeky generous price. Don't miss out on that.

Features:

- Rugged full-range top speaker in a stable wooden housing
- Trapezoidal housing shape for easy clustering
- Qualified for suspended installation
- Rotatable horn with coil-driver for balanced sound
- With passive 2-way high-power crossover
- Powerful, dry bass via voluminous housing with bass-reflex-system
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- For applications requiring enhanced bass punch, we recommend a combination with a
subwoofer

- Balanced frequency range with high sound-pressure
- Very high durability
- Scratch-resistant lacquer surface
- Impact-resistant steel grille
- Can be used lying, standing, on a subwoofer, on a speaker-stand or stand or suspended
- Very large amplification systems can be realized via several AZ-speaker-systems and the

respective power amplifiers

- Ideal as PA-system or amplification system for small and medium-sized discotheques

Technical specifications:

Frequency range: 65 - 20000 Hz

Dimensions: Width: 57 cm

 Depth: 40 cm

 Height: 36,5 cm

Weight: 11,90 kg

Rated power: 100 W RMS

Program power: 200 W

Components: 25 cm woofer (10"), 2.5 cm horn (1")

Connection: 2 Speaker sockets

Sensitivity: 96 dB

Maximum SPL: 119 dB

Impedance: 8 ohms

Dispersion angle: 90° x 50°

Dimensions (H x W x D): 500 x 350 x 320 mm
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